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Network transmission
Patterns of social influence

⦙ How are behavior / beliefs influenced
by “the crowd”?
⦙ Many traditional models of culture
and norms think in terms of society’s
influence over the individual.

Relational influence

⦙ Why does is a particular belief or
behavior adopted by one person but
not another?
⦙ Basic insight: we experience more
influence from those we have an
existing relationship with.

E.g. flocking behavior

⦙ Individual sheep’s behavior
determined by the sheep they are
next to (spatial network).
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Network transmission
Operationalizing network transmission
Relations as ‘pipes’

⦙ Behavior, beliefs, taste, etc
are transmitted ‘through’
the edges of a network

Creating similarity

⦙ Actors generally theorized
to become more alike as a
result of network
transmission

!
"

⦙ Norms diﬀuse through a
network

Example

⦙ Midsommar (2019)
⦙ Spoiler alert!
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Network transmission
Real-world social transmission is complex
What is being transmitted?
⦙ Is it binary?

e.g. joining an organization,
contracting a disease

Count?

e.g. cigarettes per day

Categorical?

e.g. political party

⦙ Is it time dependent?
e.g. attending an event

⦙ Does it change?
e.g. gossip / rumors

What are the relations?

⦙ Are edges static relationships
that lead to a greater likelihood
of transmission?
e.g. friendship, time spent together

⦙ Or do they represent
interactions/behavior?

e.g. communication, sexual contact

⦙ Are edges persistent or
transient?
⦙ Are relations aﬀected by the
transmitted object?
e.g. getting sick, joining an
organization

There is no one-size-fits-all theory or model
for network transmission.
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Causal problems
General framework for measuring
network transmission:

1
2

Measure actor attributes at multiple
time points
⦙ Behavior, beliefs, etc.

Observe how changes to actor
attributes relate to network neighbors
⦙ Do actors look more like their network
neighbors over time?

⦙ Do attributes cluster in network cliques?
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Causal problems
Homophily confounds
causality, an example:
In Scream (1996), did Stu’s friendship with Billy cause
Stu to become more like Billy?
(Spoiler alert!)
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Causal problems
Story 1:

⦙ Stu meets Billy
⦙ Stu is exposed to Billy’s
murderous tendencies and lack of
empathy
⦙ As a result, Stu begins to behave
more like Billy and joins him in
murdering townsfolk

Story 2:

⦙ Stu and Billy share similar
tastes, styles, senses of
humor, and lack of respect for
human life
⦙ As a result, Stu and Billy hit it
oﬀ and become easy friends
⦙ Also as a result, Stu and Billy
go on a killing spree

Does the relationship cause the
behavior?
Or does existing similarity cause
the relationship and the behavior?
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Causal problems
Similarity
Relationship
New
behavior

Some robust approaches to
identifying network transmission:
⦙ Randomly assign network relations
Bettinger, Liu, and Loeb (2016)

⦙ Create matched samples on actor characteristics
Aral, Muchnik, and Sundararajan (2009)

⦙ Statistical methods to account for relationship
formation and homophily
Exponential random graph models
Stochastic actor-oriented models
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Structure & diffusion
Do different network structures lead to
different transmission patterns?

Mandy (2018)

The Wicker Man (1973)
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Structure & diffusion

How do network structures aﬀect diﬀusion patterns?
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Structure & diffusion

How do network structures aﬀect diﬀusion patterns?

1

Small worlds

2

Preferential
attachment

3

Social
reinforcement

Small-world networks:
High clustering coefficient
⦙ Triads tend to be closed
(high transitivity)

⦙ Tends to lead to distinct clusters

Low average path length

⦙ Average length of shortest path
between every pair of actors
⦙ Actors tend not to be very far from
one another
(e.g. “six degrees of separation”)

Common structure for
interpersonal networks

Note: this is a highly stylized small-worlds
network, with extremely distinct clusters
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How do network structures aﬀect diﬀusion patterns?

1

Small worlds

2

Preferential
attachment

3

Social
reinforcement

Structural
consequences of
small-world
networks
⦙ Transmission is fast
within clusters

⦙ Contagions travel
through bridging nodes
⦙ With immunity/death/
isolation, can lead to
resilience (motivation
behind “bubbles”)
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How do network structures aﬀect diﬀusion patterns?

1

Small worlds

2

Preferential
attachment

3

Social
reinforcement

Preferential attachment:
Actors connect to popular
actors

⦙ As new actors enter the network, they
form connections with others who
have high degree
⦙ “Rich get richer” (cumulative
advantage)

Leads to “long-tail” degree
distribution

⦙ Few high-degree actors, many lowdegree actors

Common structure for online
networks
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How do network structures aﬀect diﬀusion patterns?

1

Small worlds

2

Preferential
attachment

3

Social
reinforcement

Structural
consequences of
preferential
attachment

⦙ Transmission slow to get
started
⦙ Long chains of influence
⦙ Central nodes have much
more influence
⦙ Diﬃcult to “go viral,” but
quick spread afterwards
⦙ Peripheral nodes very
slow to be aﬀected
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one another. The random network condition was
created by rewiring the clustered-lattice network
via a permutation algorithm based on the smallworld–network model (6, 13–15). This ensured
that each node maintained the exact same number
of neighbors as in the clustered network (that is, a
homogeneous degree distribution), while simultaneously reducing clustering in the network and
eliminating redundant ties within and between
neighborhoods (4, 6, 14).
The network topologies were created before
the participants arrived, and the participants could
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SCIENCE

www.sciencemag.org
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Social
reinforcement

An
experiment
Centola, Damon. 2010. “The Spread of

Behavior in an Online Social Network
Experiment.” Science 329 (5996): 1194–97.

⦙ Online “health buddies”
website
⦙ Network structure
randomized as small
world or random
⦙ Behavior spread faster
and stayed longer in
small-world network.
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Screen capture, Mandy
(2018)

Screen captures,
Midsommar (2019)

Screen capture, The
Wicker Man (1973)

Screen captures, Scream
(1996)
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